GENERAL BUSINESS MEETING December 4, 2019
I.

Motion to start meeting
i. Motion: Kyla Smith, Veterans
Second: Curtis Bates, Twilight Players
Call: Becca Fauteux, The Critic
b. All agreed to start the meeting. The meeting started
at 8:05PM

II.

Attendance
a. Absent:
i. Alpha Lambda Delta
Sports Medicine (late)
Peer Leaders

III.

Approval of Last Meetings Minutes
a. Motion: Lauren Hyde, American Meteorological
Society
Second: Kyla Smith, Veterans
Call: Vanessa Symonick, Kingdom Crescendos
All approved last meeting’s minutes

IV.

Student Body Comments

a. Alex DaSilva, Ultimate: Do we know if/when The Hive
will start accepting credit cards?
i. Erin Rossetti, Director of Student Life: We can
ask Sodexo
b. Alex Huff, Model UN: Would it be possible to have
power strips to link the outlets to the tables?
i. Kate Henriques, SGA President: Yes, we can look
into it
c. Alexander Therriault: Is there a reason why we do not
have a Vermont state flag hanging outside oncampus?
i. Kelsey Emery, CAB: it has been mentioned in the
past to have more flags (POW flag, Pride flag,
etc.) like the Johnson campus has.
d. Jack Baker: With the loss of the 24-hour computer
lab, they suggest that a computer and printer be
added to each of the lounges in the residence halls.
i. Kate Henriques, SGA President: This is a great
suggestion! The Peer Resource Room will be
open soon for late night printing.
ii. Kelsey Emery, CAB: At the President’s Student
Advisory Council, it was mentioned that Exercise
Science students do not currently have a lab to
utilize.
V.

Reports and Presentations
a. Amy Wright, Director of Career Services

i. Provides opportunities for job searching,
determining your major, internships, graduate
school, etc.
ii. Plans Career Development programs, including
the Career Fair
iii. Distributes a weekly Career Services e-mail to all
students.
iv. Coordinates the Career Closet
1. The Career Closet replaces the past Dress
for Success events and students are
encouraged to donate and take advantage
of this resource
v. The hours of the Career Closet are available in
the Career Services weekly e-mail.
1. Recently, a Winter Coat Drive was held and
most coats were taken by students.
vi. Career Services Office is located between the
Library and Academic Support
b. Student Activity Fund Update
i. Financial Balance Available: $19,916.20;
Total Balance Available: $53,676.20
VI.

Discussion and Action Items
a. NVU Dance Ensemble Club Proposal
i. Presented by Thomasina Glenn

ii. They are a group of dancers who are passionate
about sharing their stories through dance.
iii. They plan to do semester recitals that showcase
a range of dance styles including
Contemporary, Ballet, Lyric, Tap, Jazz, Hip Hop,
and others.
iv. Dance Meetings are set to a schedule with 30
minute blocks
v. Plan on meeting in ASAC 100 during the
semester and as their show/events become
closer, they would move their meetings to the
Theater.
vi. Would be interested in coming back to request
$750 if they are approved as a club.
vii. Questions
1. Kelsey Emery, CAB: Would Dance
Ensemble be able to collaborate with
Twilight Players for costumes?
a. Thomasina Glenn: it is possible
viii. Discussion
1. Motion: Kyla Smith, Veterans Association
Second: Becca Fauteux, The Critic
Call: Alex Huff, Model UN
2. Kelsey Emery, CAB: dance would be a
statement
3. Curtis Bates, Twilight Players: the dance
ensemble has been beneath the Twilight

Players for the past 8 years and the dance
ensemble has had their own budget and
anyone has had the right and ability to
sign-up for the dance ensemble.
i. Thomasina Glenn: as far as budgeting
goes, the dance ensemble has not
grown, even though the Twilight
Player’s budget has grown
4. Pete Cormier, WWLR: sometimes clubs
grow and they may need to start a new
club
5. Curtis Bates, Twilight Players: Twilight
Players will still have their own dance
ensemble
6. Vanessa Symonick, Kingdom Crescendos:
as someone who was on a dance team, a
dance ensemble seems to be a great idea
7. Kelsey Emery, CAB: will you still have
access for costumes from the Twilight
Players?
a. Thomasina Glenn: they would like to
ix. Voting:
1. Motion to go into Voting
a. Motion: Kelsey Emery, CAB
Second: Kyla Smith,
Veterans Association
Call: David Pardy, Gaming

Community
All agreed to move into voting
2. Results
a. Dance Ensemble was approved as a
campus club
b. Elected Reps: 3 yes
Club Reps: 16 Yes, 2 No, 1 Blank
b. MESIA Funding Request
i.

Presented by Madison Henneberry

ii.

Requesting money for GreggFest
a. GreggFest is a two-day music festival held in
honor of Jake Gregg
b. Requesting $3,500
c. $1,500 for production needs
i. $575 for weather proof lighting—
Emergency replacement for last year
and necessary for this year
ii. $575 for front lighting for stage— For
security purposes
iii. $150 for generator/fuel – Last minute
request from maintenance
iv. $200 for wifi extension – No wifi in
Stonehenge lot and is needed for
hospitality and production artists
d. $1,300 for talent needs

i. Opportunity with large nationally
touring artist
ii. Would increase student and public
attendance rates
iii. Boost campus moral
iv. Benefits all student volunteers, by
providing valuable, real-world
experience
e. $700 for hospitality
i. $200 for artist catering
ii. $400 for crew meals
iii. $100 for aesthetic repairs for GreggFest
letters
f. Questions for MEISA
a. Lauren Cornell, Resident Assistants: how
much money have you budgeted and
how much have you spent?
1. Madison Henneberry: MEISA was
allotted $13,000
2. Patrick Wickstrom, SGA Financial
Controller: MEISA currently has
$13,037.07 in their account.
b. Lauren Hyde, AMS: would it be possible
to have GreggFest over Spring
Weekend?

1. Madison Henneberry: it has been
brought up, however it would
spread a lot of students and
departments thin on that particular
weekend
c. Alexander Therriault: does MEISA have
any plans for fundraising?
1. Madison Henneberry: MEISA does
apply for grants and does
fundraise, but has not gotten the
amount they have needed thus far
g. Discussion
i. Motion: Curtis Bates, Twilight Players
Second: Vanessa Symonick,
Kingdom Crescendos
Call: Kyla Smith, Veterans Association
ii. Radek Pzrygodzki, Cultural Ambassadors:
GreggFest is a very good event put on
each year that raises campus morale and
all this equipment costs a lot of money
iii. Kelsey Emery, CAB: our General Fund is at
$19,000 and if everything is approved this
evening, the SGA would have $9,000 left
1. Madison Henneberry: hopes all
requests get approved because of
the great work each club and
organization provides to the
campus.

iv. Alexander Therriault: the atmosphere of
GreggFest was great, but other clubs
would like to do bigger events as well
v. Patrick Wickstrom, SGA Financial
Controller: have you approached other
clubs to work with you for GreggFest to
share costs?
1. Madison Henneberry: not so much
on costs, however MEISA has
approached 10 Percent Committee,
CAB, Rugby, and Ultimate for
assistance in other ways
vi. Jayson Perron, Sports Management: are
there ways clubs can collaborate
physically, as opposed to financially?
1. Madison Henneberry: Yes, AMS,
Rugby, Ultimate, and CAB have
helped physically in the past for
MEISA events
vii. Elijah Clarke, Lyndon HEIM: if a small
portion of the 49900 account went into
the Student Activities Fund, we would
have more funding for these kinds of
requests
1. Patrick Wickstrom, SGA Financial
Controller: This is later in the
agenda

viii. Ben Johnson, Rugby: if GreggFest needs
assistance, they are willing to provide
that
ix. Kate Henriques, SGA President: why were
these additional expenses not allocated
for during the budgeting process?
1. Madison Henneberry: MEISA did
not have these numbers available
at the time of budget allocations
h. Voting
a. Motion: Kyla Smith,
Veterans Association
Second: Jayson Perron,
Sports Management
Call: Vanessa Symonick,
Kingdom Crescendos
1. Funding request did not pass
(28.9%)
a.Elected Reps: 3 no
b.Club Reps: 2 abstain, 6 no, 11 yes
c. WWLR Funding Request
i.

Presented by Pete Cormier
1. WWLR does not want go back to the
rough condition it was in and they do not
want to see it again

2. WWLR has helped out AMS, RA’s, Sports
Management, Outing Club, CAB, MEISA,
Twilight Players, Rugby, TWP, The Critic
3. WWLR provides students the opportunity
to DJ
4. WWLR wants to be there for this
community and the greater Northeast
Kingdom
5. WWLR is playing music in the Dining Hall
6. Requesting $6,000
i. Wants to get swag as prizes for the
radio
ii. Have bills to pay from licensing
agencies
iii. Need to replace equipment
(headphones, mic stands, etc.)
iv. Right now, WWLR has $730.20, but
needs more funding for these
initiatives
v. WWLR is now asking for the SGA’s
help, after all the work they have
done for the clubs on campus
7. Questions
i. Jayson Perron, Sports Management: do
you have a breakdown of what
everything is going to cost?

a. Pete Cormier, WWLR: there is a
breakdown of the shirts, stickers,
bills and equipment, but the rest
was based on a recommendation
from Pete’s father and the club
advisor Meaghan Meacham
ii. How many people have listened in the
past month?
a. Pete Cormier, WWLR: It is not
clear because they do not have
the equipment, but the music can
be heard in town.
8. Discussion:
i. Motion: Lauren Hyde, AMS
Second: Kelsey Emery, CAB
Call: Maxwell Thurber, NVUnity
ii. Alexander Therriault: spoke on
WWLR about the 24-Hour Gaming
Night on the radio
iii. Lauren Hyde, AMS: wants to stress
that this money is not just for NVU,
but for the Northeast Kingdom as a
whole. The radio station has come
to SGA many times and is in dire
need of assistance. If they do not
get the funding they need, they can
get in trouble with the FCC

iv. Alex Huff, Model UN: people can
motion to approve part of the
funding request, rather than all of
the request
9. Voting
1. Kelsey Emery, CAB: motion to
provide them $6,500 to provide
them with more flexibility
a. Lauren Hyde, AMS: second
Olivia Hoag, Genealogy: call
2. All in favor of moving to vote:
i. 8 in favor, 3 opposed, 2 abstain
ii. Results:
Voting passed (68.4%)
a. Elected Reps: 2 yes, 1
abstain
b. Club Reps: 6 no, 7 yes,
6 blank
d. Taner Onor, Sports Medicine: Motion to move back to
discussion on MEISA’s funding request
a. Second: Lauren Cornell, Resident Assistants
Call: Ben Johnson, Rugby
1. Kelsey Emery, CAB: motion $2500
Second: Alex Huff, Model UN
Call: Vanessa Symonick, KCA
2. Elijah Clarke, Lyndon HEIM: motion $3500
3. Faith Poirier, SAAC: what would $2500 do
for MEISA?

i. Madison Henneberry: it would limit
the total production costs
4. David Pardy, Gaming Community: where
would the money for emergency
expenses go if there is no need to utilize
the emergency funds?
i. Madison Henneberry: based on
experiences from previous years,
MEISA is taking extra precautions
and it is highly likely the emergency
fund will be utilized
5. Alexander Therriault: would you be able
to work with $3000?
i. Madison Henneberry, MEISA: MEISA
would be happy to take any funding
they can get
6. David Pardy, Gaming: if money goes into
the emergency fund and is not used,
what happens?
i. Madison Henneberry: this is for
equipment that would not be used
7. Lauren Cornell, RAs: 10 Percent
Committee is meeting next week and can
discuss funding for GreggFest
8. Elijah Clarke, Lyndon HEIM: Motion of
$3500
Second: Ben Johnson, Rugby
Call: Curtis Bates, Twilight Players

9. Kate Henriques, SGA President: The first
motion is for Kelsey Emery’s motion of
$2500 and the second motion is for Elijah
Clarke’s motion of $3500.
10.
Kyla Smith, Veterans: side comments
being made are inappropriate.
11.
Patrick Wickstrom, SGA Financial
Controller: the current SGA budget is
$13,416.20.
12.

Vote for first motion of $2500
i. Vote passes (94.7%)
a. Elected Reps: 3 yes
b. Club Reps: 2 no, 16 yes,
1 abstain

13.
Kyla Smith, Veterans Association:
asked for update on financial status of
the SGA
i. Patrick Wickstrom, SGA Financial
Controller: SGA now has $10,916.20
e. Adventure Program Funding Request
1. Presented by Katy Ebner, Adventure Program
Coordinator
2.

Fall 2019 expenses:
i. Adventure Program has spent $4,500 so far
and is planning to spend $8,500 for the spring
ii. Asking for two ski trips to Colorado and Utah.

1. Total cost being asked for up to $6,000 to
subsidize these costs
2. This would include a trip in January and a
trip in February, which would cover 30
students
iii. Questions:
1. Alexander Therriault: how would these
trips meet the needs of those with
disabilities?
i. Katy Ebner, there are opportunities
on-campus that the Adventure
Program is willing to accommodate
for
2. Patrick Wickstrom, SGA Financial
Controller: what do participation
numbers for the Adventure Program look
like?
i. Katy Ebner: There have been 11
applicants for these two trips
ii. Patrick Wickstrom, SGA Financial
Controller: Would you be able to get
us more detailed numbers?
i. Katy Ebner: yes, she can get this
3. Gage Gibbons: how many students have
been interested in these trips?
i. Katy Ebner: Between 30-40 students
were interested in last year’s trips,

however cost is a big barrier for
students
ii. Adventure Program is working to
fundraise to raise as much money as
they can
4. Sam Raymond: Asked for clarity in the
application process
i. Katy Ebner: this year’s application is
the same as last year, but will take
into consideration when/how the
application was received and is
looking to see who will be the right
“fit” for this group
5. Pete Cormier, WWLR: Question for Kate
Henriques if there can be a pot of money
set aside for trips like this? Students
studying abroad have to pay separate
and this is not fair to those students.
i. Kate Henriques, SGA President: this
could be a possibility of what the
49900 account can be used for?
ii. Katy Ebner: there is a difference as
those trips are for-credit, whereas
this is not for credit
6. Kate Henriques, SGA: what is your
definition of a right fit?
i. Katy Ebner: people who will work
well together in a group setting

7. Faith Poirier, SAAC: what would be a fair
amount to give to you?
i. Katy Ebner: seeking to shrink the
$1,400 per person charge as much
as possible
3. Discussion
Motion: Elijah Clarke, Lyndon HEIM
Second: Max Thurber, NVUnity
Call: David Pardy, Gaming Community
i. Patrick, SGA Financial Controller: we need to
be cautious with the amount of money that is
left
ii. Kyla Smith, Veterans Association, what trips
have you done this semester alone?
1. Katy Ebner: White Water Rafting (30
students); Hikes (5-6 students); Gravity
Well; Rock Climbing Day Trips (6 students
per trip); Killington Trip (7 students have
signed up)
iii. Alex Therriault: RA Annabelle has been using
the Gravity Well for her programs and the
Adventure Program has collaborated with
residential life in the past
iv. Kelsey Emery, CAB: would it be possible to
table the discussion?
1. Katy Ebner: that would be difficult as
prices will go up

v. Katy Ebner: if the SGA could come up with a
dollar amount per person, that would assist
her in solidifying the trips
1. Alex Therriault: doesn’t think it’s fair to
exclude those who nobody knows
anything about or those with disabilities
vi. Patrick Wickstrom, SGA Financial Controller:
how much has the Adventure Program been
able to raise this semester?
1. Katy Ebner: so far, $5,000 has been raised
vii.
Gage Gibbons: can we get clarification on
the additional funding in the SGA account?
1. Patrick Wickstrom, SGA Financial
Controller: There are additional funds set
aside for other pre-allocated expenses.
2. Gage Gibbons: so why is the Student
Activity Fee being set aside for after the
Adventure Program budgeting?
i. Patrick Wickstrom, SGA Financial
Controller: The Student Activity Fee
is not yet part of the SGA General
Fund
viii. Kyla Smith, Veterans Association: how far
would the $6,000 go?
1. Katy Ebner: students would need to still
pay $1,000 per trip

ix. Pete Cormier, WWLR: the Student Activity Fee
needs to be set aside for the end, as this was
money we did not even know we originally had
x. Katelyn Gillette, MEISA: how much did
students pay for the trips last year?
1. Katy Ebner: $250
xi. Kelsey Emery, CAB: Motion $150 per person
for 5 people
1. Second: Curtis Bates, Twilight Players
Call: Vanessa Symonick, Kingdom
Crescendos
xii.

Lauren Hyde, AMS: Motion for $2500
1. Second: Alex DaSilva, Ultimate
Call: Katelyn Gillette, MEISA

4.

Voting
i. Motion for $150 per person for 5 people
1. Did not pass (43.9%)
i. Elected Reps: 1 no, 2 yes
ii. Club Reps: 14 no, 4 yes, 1 abstain
ii. Motion for $2500
1. Did not pass (28.9%)
i. Elected Reps: 3 no
ii. Club Reps: 7 no, 11 yes, 1 abstain

5.

Back to discussion

i. Kelsey Emery, CAB: Motion for $1000
1. Second: Kyla Smith, Veterans
2. Call: Lauren Cornell, Resident Assistants
ii. Alex DaSilva, Ultimate: Motion for $2000
1. Second: Taner Onor, Sports Medicine
2. Call: Jayson Perron, Sports Management
6.

Back to Voting
i. Motion for $1000 did not pass (43.9%)
1. Elected Reps: 1 no, 2 yes
2. Club Reps: 15 no, 4 yes
ii. Motion for $2000 passes (50.1%)
1. Elected Reps: 2 no, 1 yes
2. Club Reps: 6 no, 13 yes
iii. Patrick Wickstrom, SGA Financial Controller:
$8,916.20 is now available in the SGA General
Fund

f. HOPE Funding Request
1. Move to Discussion
Motion: Kyla Smith, Veterans Association
Second: Becca Fauteux, The Critic
Call: Curtis Bates, Twilight Players
2.

Discussion:
i. Alex DaSilva, Ultimate: we need to ask does
this help with retention and does this help

enrollment? The money we have left needs to
benefit the clubs and the students. He
suggests up to $1,000.
ii. Alex Therriault: suggests to table the
discussion
iii. Kelsey Emery, CAB: motions $750
iv. Madison Henneberry: HOPE is wonderful, but
SGA money should go to the clubs and
organizations. It feels weird that this money is
going towards business.
1. Kate Henriques, SGA President: it was
voted on that providing HOPE funding is
constitutional
i. Madison Henneberry: knows that it
was voted constitutional, but it is
not fair that tuition could be going
towards this
v. Katelyn Gillette, MEISA: how has money been
spent in the past?
1. Erin Rossetti, Director of Student Life: last
year HOPE was given $10,000, but in the
past they have been given varying
lowering amounts
vi. Kyla Smith, Veterans Association: as someone
who has utilized these services, HOPE does
important work for the community

vii.
Gage Gibbons: seconds Madison’s
thoughts that SGA money should not go
towards HOPE
viii. Trevor Utton: suggests the SGA go over
what to do with the 49900 account first, then
discuss what to do with HOPE
ix. Alex DaSilva, Ultimate: retention and
enrollment goes first and the money needs to
go into the school in order to support the
community
x. Sarah Sickles: the $6,000 and $10,000 that
were given to HOPE in previous years were
poor decisions
xi. Kelsey Emery, CAB: HOPE supports a number
of off-campus students and HOPE provides a
number of activities that benefit the
community
xii.
Pete Cormier, WWLR: at this point, we are
nitpicking, as we are representatives of the
school. HOPE is a good organization and a lot
of families in the community cannot even
afford to attend the college in their
community. We can also do fundraising for
them as well.
xiii. Madison Henneberry: the donation should
be made by the school in the name of the
students

xiv. Kyla Smith, Veterans Association: cutting
off HOPE would sever the relationship we
currently have with the community
xv.
Renee Chaples: believes some of the facts
being stated do not have evidence, however
she has seen the impact that HOPE has had in
the community
xvi.

Motion by Kelsey Emery, CAB for $750
1. Second: Alex DaSilva, Ultimate
2. Call: David Pardy, Gaming Community

3.

Voting
i. Vote for $750 passed (97.4%)
1. Elected Reps: 3 yes
2. Club Reps: 2 no, 16 yes, 1 abstain

g. Student Activities Fund Discussion and Vote
1. Patrick Wickstrom, SGA Financial Controller:
review of what happened with this account
i. Created in 2018 with the inception of NVU
ii. Sheila Evans, Financial Controller of VSC
created it as the parent account for student
activities
iii. Has an approximate balance of $97,000
iv. Account was discovered before our meeting
with Toby Stewart, NVU Financial Controller
v. Accumulated from “the bump” allocated

2.

Voting Process
i. Introduce and talk about the 7 choices listed
on the ballot
ii. Discussion of the 7 options on the ballot
1. First: motion to use the ballot as the
voting method:
i. Motion: Kyla Smith, Veterans
Association
Second: Vanessa Symonick,
Kingdom Crescendos
Call: Curtis Bates, Twilight Players
2. Options:
i. Formation of a committee to decide
what to do with this money
ii. Splitting the money evenly between
CAB, 10 percent committee, campus
mental health support, and
department activity pool
iii. Splitting the money 45% with CAB,
45% with SGA, and 10% the 10%
Committee
iv. Splitting the money between the 21
SGA clubs evenly and giving them
approximately $4,500 each and
leaving $7,000 to be placed in the
SGA General Fund.

v. Giving all the money to the Campus
Activities Board
vi. Treating the money as a saving
account to be ultimately spent on a
preapproved major on-campus
project
vii. Splitting the money in half. One
half would be split between CAB,
the SGA, and the 10 Percent
Committee in a 45/45/10 split. The
other half is to split evenly among
the clubs receiving around $2,425
each
3.

Discussion
i. Motion to discuss:
Motion: Curtis Bates, Twilight Players
Second: Alex DaSilva, Ultimate
Call: Kyla Smith, Veterans Association
ii. Brian Lamoureux: this is a huge decision we
have to make and there is no rush to decide
what to do with this money
1. Patrick Wickstrom, SGA Financial
Controller: hears Brian on that, but this
was communicated to the SGA and
posted on SGA social media pages
i. Brian Lamoureux: the SGA is not
representative of the student body

iii. Alex DaSilva, Ultimate: suggested the second
option to split the money between CAB, 10
percent committee, campus mental health
support, and the department activity pool
iv. Alex Therriault: agrees with Brian that there
should be more communication about this
with the student body
v. Alex Huff, Model UN: also agrees with Brian
that the SGA and student body needs
additional time to consider what to do with
this funding
vi. Hand vote to table vote until the next meeting
on Wednesday, January 29th, 2020
1. 18 to table, 2 to not table, 1 abstain
VII.

Other Business
i. Student Pantry Updates
1. Patrick Wickstrom, SGA Financial
Controller: The student pantry will be
doing sign-ups for volunteers to keep the
student pantry open on a regular basis.
ii. Lyndon Day Updates
1. Ben Mitchell, SGA Executive VP: an e-mail
was sent out to each of the clubs
regarding what they expect to do for
Lyndon Day on January 31st.

a. Kate Henriques, SGA President: this
event is to celebrate the history of
Lyndon
iii. VSCSA Meeting
1. Patrick Wickstrom, SGA Financial
Controller: The Vermont State College
Student Association is having a meeting in
Montpelier at the Vermont State College
office on Friday, December 13th at 5:30pm.
The constitution of the VSCSA will be
rewritten at this meeting.
i. Trevor Utton: is this the first meeting of
the season and are they having
elections?
a. Patrick Wickstrom, SGA Financial
Controller: This is the first
meeting in Montpelier and will
discuss their Constitution and
priorities for the spring
ii. Becca Fauteux, The Critic: what is the
date?
a. Patrick Wickstrom, SGA
Financial Controller:
Friday, December 13th
VIII.

Club and Committee Updates
a. Kelsey Emery, CAB: Movie Trip is Friday, December 6th
with transportation leaving at 6pm in the Wheelock
parking lot; a Shuttle will run on Saturday to
Lyndonville, St. J. and Littleton with pick-up at 11am

in the parking lot; DIY Snow Globes are December
10th in the Theater Lobby; Bingo will be on December
12th in the Moore Community Room; Midnight
Bowling will be on Friday, December 13th; Shopping
Trip to the Rockingham Park Mall on December 14th
b. Lauren Cornell, Resident Assistants: Erin Rossetti sent
out an e-mail on Tuesday, regarding intent to return
for the spring; commuter student housing is available;
residence halls close on December 20th at noon or 24
hours after your last final, whichever comes first;
quiet hours start at 1am on December 15th;
Poland/Rogers all-hall next Monday doing Holiday
Cards; Wheelock doing Sled ‘n Gingerbread next
Monday; Arnold/Bayley doing the Nightmare Before
Finals on Friday, December 13th
c. Kelsey Emery, President Student Advisory Team: if
the roads are inadequate due to inclement weather,
please contact Public Safety so they can contact
maintenance to clear the road
d. Faith Poirier, SAAC: Hornet Madness is December 5th
and the theme is ‘Blackout’
e. Lauren Hyde, AMS: great job to everyone; AMS Talent
Show is December 5th , it is $5 at the door; the next
General Board Meeting is next Thursday, December
12th
f. Alex DaSilva: 10 Percent Committee: new water
fountain above News7; new furniture provided to the
Crevecoeur lounge with more coming

g. Alex DaSilva; Ultimate: looking for new jerseys and
practice times for the spring
h. Pete Cormier, WWLR: no new updates other than
new funding; preparing to attend an upcoming
conference
i. Max Thurber, NVUnity: second movie night in the
Bole Community Room on December 11th at 6:00PM;
NVUnity has a small budget available; NVUnity will
meet Monday at 4:30 beginning next semester.
j. David Pardy, Gaming Community: no new updates
k. Elijah Clarke, Lyndon HEIM: still battling
l. Jayson Perron, Sports Management: helping with
intramurals next week
m. Jordan Zach, Outing Club: no new updates
n. Taner Onor: Sports Medicine: planning to go sledding
together next Friday, December 13th
o. Ben Johnson, Rugby: meeting on Monday at 6pm
p. Kyla Smith, Veterans Association: sending advisor and
4 other students to a conference; still trying to figure
out what to do with the lion on-campus
q. Becca Fauteux, The Critic: meeting Friday at 4pm at
the Radio Station
r. Katelyn Gillette, MEISA: Helping with AMS Talent
Show and preparing for the Holiday Spectacular next
Thursday, December 12th

s. Alex Huff, Model UN: found out their country is
Thailand
t. Kaitlyn Flannigan, Cultural Ambassadors: Cookies ‘n
Culture event on December 5th at T202 at 5:30pm
u. Gage Gibbons, Ski/Ride: new president of Ski/Ride;
Brooke Gentry will step up as SGA Rep; trip on
Sunday to Killington; upcoming bake sale on February
4th during community hour in the Theater Lobby;
ordering pins and patches for the Ski/Ride club;
please be careful with using the glaciers
v. Curtis Bates, Twilight Players: putting on their 7th
Annual Holiday Spectacular on Saturday, December
7th; seeking a new Head of Dance
w. Vanessa Symonick: Kingdom Crescendos – planning to
be at the Twilight Players Holiday Spectacular on
Saturday, December 7th
x. Olivia Hoag: Genealogy: collaborating with Cultural
Ambassadors on Cookies ‘n Culture event on
December 5th
y. Patrick Wickstrom, 10 Percent Committee: all
benches are moved away from the snowplows;
pianos have been tuned; meeting next week, if
people have ideas they should utilize the 10 Percent
Suggestion Box on the website; plans to create the list
of activity fund suggestions which Jonathan Davis can
send all to all students
IX.

Adjourn
a. Motion to Adjourn Meeting

1. Motion: Kyla Smith, Veterans Association
Second: Alex Huff, Model UN
Call: Ben Johnson
i. All agreed to adjourn the meeting. The meeting
concluded at 12:03AM.

